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l lntroduction
Ferroelectrics are usd as high dielectric gonstant films in the

capacitor structures of DRAMs and in non-volatile memories

[]. These more sophisticated applications require a knowledge
of their electronio behaviour (bands. defeots), as well as their
ferroeleotric behaviour. We focus here on the perovskite-based
ferroelectrics, PZT (PbTi,-*Zr.Or) and SBT (SrBi Tq Q ). We
oontrest the eleotronio and ferroeleotric behaviour of these
compounds whose A site ion Pb2* or Rl* has not ionised its
valence s eleotons, with BaTiQ whose A ion (Ba'*) has a closed
valenoe shell. These valence s states are shown to ampliff the
ferroelectrioitv and to Eeatly affect the electonic behaviour.
Much of the interest in SBT arose because it shows'a muoh
lower memory fatigue than PZT, and we suggest a possible
origrn for this in terms of less carrier ftapping at defects.

2 Band Calculations
The band structure of PZT and SBT was calculated by the

tight-binding methodwith a basis set of Pb s, p, O s, p and Tt/Zr
d orbitals. The band struofire of PbTiO, is shown in Fig. l. The
vale,nce band oonsists mainly of O 2p states plus the 6s states of
the PbF ion. The vale,lrce band edge state at X is aotually a mixed
Pb s/O p state [2]. The oonduotion band minimum is a lrr' Ti d
state with the more dispersive Pb p states following immediately
above. The densit-v of states is shown in Fig. 2.

SubstitutingZr for Ti changes little in the vale,noe band but
has apronounced effeot on the conduction band [3]. The atomic
k d slatelies about 2 eV above the Ti d state" so the lrr' d state
rises raprdl-v and the conduction band minimrrm becomes the Pb
p-like I\4r' state. Thus. the band gap of PZT increases little across
the alloy phase diagram" from 3.5 to 3.7 eV, despite the rise in
the transition metal d state. This oontrast with BaTi,oZr*Or.
where there is a sfiong rise in the band gap from 3.5 to 5.5 eV.
because the A ion Ba has no low lyrng states in the conduotion
band.

The main source of ferroeleotriort"v in perovskites is the
polarization of the bond between B ion d states and O p states
which drives the B ion off-oe,lrfre. In PbTiO, the Pb s valence
states or'lone pair' are also higbly polarizable, and they aot to
amplry the ferroeleotrio behavioru of PZT [4]. Thus the A ion
nPZT is not passive as it is in BaTiO,

SrBirTarOo has a perovskite-based stuoture in which Tae
units form perovskite blocks separated by puokered la,vers of
BiO units [5]. The bands of SBT were calculated in a similar
fashion [6]. One of the'A'ions, Bi. like Pb retains its valence s

eleotrons as a lone pair. The DOS in Fig. 4 shows that the Bi
states lie mainly well inside the valence band. but a small
fraotion form the valence band edge with p states from the O in
the BiO layer. Similarly, the Bi p states fonn the conduotion
band minimum state. while the Ta d states lie higher. We

therefore have the interesting situation that states on Bi and in the
BiO layer form both band edges, while the Ta-O block creates the
fe,rroelectio behavioru - a firnctional separation within the crystal.
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Fig.2. Total and partial density of states of PbTiO,

3 Ilefect States
The energies of defects oan be caloulated by the Greens

function method to see if they form deep states.. This method
gives the energy of deep defects. as a fimction of the defect
potential. which allows defeots assooiated with a series of
elements to be displayed as a single plot of ohemical trends. In
these caloulations, the vaoancy is represented as an infinity
potential while the trapped eleotron or hole is represented as the
Z+l or Z-l element. respeotively.
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Fig, 5. Defect €nergy levels versus defeot potential
substitutional defeots at the Pb site.

Consider holes nPZT. These could be frapped either at the
Pb site or at the oxygen site. Fig. 5 shows a plot of energy level
above the valence band maximum versus defect potential for
states ofAl symmetry frapped at the Pb site inPZT. This shows
that the tapped hole state (at 'Tl') is on borderline between a

shallow and deep state. On the other hand Experimentally. the

hole in PZT oanbe observed by eleoton spin resonance @SR)
and its thermal stabili{v suggests that it is about 0.3 eV deep -
borderline between deep and shallow. Transport data also suggest
a hole ftap depth of this size.

Contasting this with BaTiOr, the A ion oannot be fiuther
ionised, so hole oannow only lie onthe O p states. The O p states
form a high effeotive mass valence band and the hole is frapped
like in MgO.

Tunringto SBT, the equivalent oalculation finds that the hole
state is shallower than inPZT. This is consistent with ESR whioh
no longer finds a long-lived hole signal.

4 Discussion
The presence of lone pair s states and low lying oonduction

bandp statesfromtheAion has the following effeots; the s states
give shallow hole traps. the s states amplry the ferroeleotricity,
and the p states limit the variation of the band gap in Zr-alloys.

It is interesting to finally consider the origin of the low fatigue
of SBT, compared to PZT. Fatigue is the gradual deoline in
switohable polarization over many switohing cyoles in a memory
devioe. Fatigue is believed to ocour by the frapping of oharge
oarriers at domain poles, which pin domain walls into certain
configurations and stop them switohing [7]. In fact, nominally
fatigue-free SBT does exhibit fatigue under UV ithrmination
which creates elecfron-hole pairs [8], whioh shows that fatigue is
fimdamentally eleotonic io -i9", The natue of potential pinning
taps are few, and have been investigated here. The calculations
suggest that SBT is fatigue-free in the dark beoause the hole traps
in SBT are too shallow to pin domain walls.
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